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A 8IKPLIFIID .PR01'0'1'YPB OP A 
JfATERIAt,8 ~NTS PLMNING IYSTIK 
BAUD OH HIERARCHICAL PRODUCT STRUC'IVRB 
by 
3ohn A •. Ruao 
Abstract 
The need tor information integration among various 
departments ot a manufacturing organization is discussed. 
The information required to implaent a .simple net-change 
material reqUirement planning system is extracted from an 
overall manufacturing information system. This 
information is used to develop a reiational c.1ata 11tructure 
to)>e used in a personal computer based interactive l!lOdel 
of an MRP systt1m. ~e relational structure is embellished 
with a complex: pointer system that :allows for a .. flexible 
;repre!:l.entation of hierarchical product structure. A 
master production schedule, a master part file, along with 
a h.ierarchical product structure file, serve as input to 
. 
.. 
b 
.an MRP processor. ThE!! · 11\odel is programmed in dBASE III 
and serves as an· aid in visualizing the use c:,f ·the 
relational .data structure in a manufactu.ring application. 
Instructions on using the model are provided. 
.•. 
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KATllltAY RIQl1IRENENTS PliAHHIBCJ SYSTIK 
BASED OK HIIRARCKICAL PROl>UCT STRUC"l'URI 
by 
John A • .RUaso 
Abstract 
The need tor information integration among
 various 
departments of a manufacturing organization 
is discussed. 
The information required to implement a sim
ple net-change 
material requirement planning system is ext
racted from an 
overall manufacturing information sy
stem. This 
information is used to develop a relational 
data structure 
to be used in a personal computer based int
eractive model 
of an MRP system. The relational structure
 is embellished 
with a complex pointer system that allows 
for a flexible 
representation of hierarchical product s
tructure. A 
master producticm schedule, a master part fi
le, along with 
a hierarchical product structure file, ser
ve as input to 
an MRP processor. 
and serves as an 
tm 
The model is programmed in dBASE III 
aid in visualizing the use of the 
relational data structure in a manufacturin
g application. 
Instructions on using the model are provided
. 
Abstract 
Tho noCld for intoraation intoqration aaon9 various 
dopartaontts ot a aanufacturlng orqanizatlon i• discu•sod. 
Tho inforaation required to .uapleaont a •i•ple not-chango 
material requirement planning ayataa is extracted troa an 
overall aanutacturinq intoJ:11ation aystea. This 
information is used to develop a relational data structure 
to~• used in a paraonal computer baaed interactive modal 
ot an HRP system. 'l'ha relational structure is embellished 
with a complex pointer ayst8Jll that allows for a flexible 
representation of hierarchical product structure. A 
master production schedule, a master part tile, along with 
a hierarchical product structure tile, serve as input to 
tm 
an MRP processor. The model is programmed in dBASE III 
and serves as an aid in visualizing the use of the 
relational data structure in a manufacturing application. 
Instructions on using the model are provided. 
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I. IlfTRODUCTION 
A. PUrposo and Background. 
Tho puzpoao of thl• thosis .l• to invutl9ata 
Manufacturing Inforution syatou troa tho viovpoint of 
the intonation systau dovolopor. S011• of tho quoation• 
that I viah to consider are: What type of infol:'llation 1• 
generally found in an HIS? Hovis this infonaation uaad? 
Hov is this information represented within the internal 
structure of the data•basa? As part of the study, an 
interactive model of a portion of an HIS is developed to 
serve as an aid in understanding the requirements for 
implementation, in addition to providing a tool for future 
instructional use in the area of MIS. 
B. Scope. 
The greatest portion of work was directed at 
developing the interactive model. The system developed, 
henceforth to be referred to as "AMIS" (A Manufacturing 
Information System), contains two basic elements of what 
might be expected in an MIS. These are a Hierarchical 
Product structure (HPS) representation, and a Material 
Requirements Planning (MRP) capability. As will be 
explained later, a typical MIS would contain other 
elements. The two elements developed here are fundamental 
and serve as a basis for future embellishment into a 
fully developed MIS. The product structure serves as the 
2 
nucloua tor tho ayatoa, upon wlch all othor functlono 
roly. Tho ffRP pacJcago illwat.ratoa a oato111to function 
dopondant on product structure. In addition to tho tvo 
olo•canta aontioncad, a Kastor Production Schadulo Gonorator 
and Report Generation Facility are givon. 
c. Approach. 
The area of Manufacturing Information syateu waa 
investigated from a user standpoint in order to answer the 
question of what is contained in an HIS. After 
deter.mining the composition of typical syateu, I 
extracted a portion of a complete system tor modeling. 
The two elements chosen (HPS and MRP) were then modelled 
using data structures discovered as a result of research 
performed from the viewpoint of the sytems developer. A l 
prototyping methodology was used. Accordingly, a specific 
data stucture was chosen based on an initial appraisal of 
its advantages and disadvantages. The structure was used 
to represent the information necessary to implement the 
system. Application programs were developed and tested. 
The data structure was then rejected or accepted based on 
performance. A rejected structure was replaced by another 
structure and the process was repeated. 
such iterations actually performed. 
1 
There were two 
F. Schmidt and M. Jenkins, Data Systems Design: The 
NIAL Approach, Queens University,-i<Iilgston, Canada, 1982, 
pp. 141-142. 
3 
II. HAHUFACTORlHG ltlFORHATIOlf SYSTENS 
A. tnformation Integration, 
Th• underlying goal or an HIS i• to integra
te tho 
various departments of a unutacturing organ
ization by 
means of transferring information necessary to
 partora the 
2 
various tasks ot the manufacturing process. T
he different 
tasks in manufacturing are all interrelated in
 a complex 
cause and affect relationship. The actions or o
utputs of 
one depart•ent serve as inputs to other departm
ents, whose 
actions serve as inputs to still others. The 
relationship 
among several departments is typically not 
sequential. 
Figure l depicts some of the lines of interact
ion between 
departments commonly found in manufacturing org
anizations. 
The requirement for information transfer aro
se when 
companies began growing, thereby causing the n
eed to form 
different departments dedicated to specific tas
ks. In the 
case of the one person company, integration w
as implied. 
All information needed to perform the daily ta
sks of the 
operation was contained in one individual's
 mind, or 
perhaps a few notebooks that were easily acce
ssable and 
always in a familiar format. The momen
t a second 
individual joined the firm, the problem of sharing or 
2 
Leo Thayer, communication and Communic
ation 
Systems, Homewood, IL, Irwin Inc, 1968, pp. 114
-115. 
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I 
I 
Information Interaction 
Proco•• I 
En9inoorin9 I 
I 
I 
Methods and I 
Standards 
f 
Purchasing 
Receiving 
integrating information was born. In the case of a larger 
manufacturing organization, the problem becomes quite 
complex and cumbersome. 
Information can take on a variety of forms, the most 
common being data elements serving as attributes of a 
physical or logical entity. A logical entity might be an 
order for a certain product and the amount of the item 
5 
vould bo an attributo doacrib1n9 tho ordor. Tho ordor 1• 
not a physical itu but ratbor • ropro•ontation of a 
customer•• doairo. Tho docwaontation ot tho ordor ••rv•• 
as a logical ontity uaod to t.ran•t•r information neodad to 
initiate and terminate variou actions along tho route 
trom order inception to its shipment and ultillate 
collection of payment. A physical item might be an actual 
product, and an attribute describing it could be whether 
or not the item has been processed through a particular 
work center. 
B. Problems of Interdepartmental Communication. 
A common method implemented to achieve information 
integration is the development of several versions or 
views of information for each of the various department's 
3 
use. Each is organized to suit the particular needs of 
the department. As information is transferred from one 
department to the next, it is translated into the format 
of that particular department's use and stored as 
necessary, This method creates problems, 
A problem occurs when two departments wish to share 
certain data • If two sets of data exist and each is 
. , 
organized differently, then it follows that maintaining 
the information (additions and deletions) becomes 
3 
James Martin, Computer Data-Base Organization, 
Englewood Cliffs, NJ, Prentic-Hall, 1977, p. 23. 
6 
difficult bocauao oacb of tho ditloront voraions nust bo 
updatod inatoad of ono. Alao, bocauao oach vcn:alon io in 
a different tonat, dltforont accus tochniquu aust bo 
developed to locato tho dat.a to bo dolotod. In tho caao 
ot data addition, tho 01 ... nts auat bo arranged into the 
different formats ot tho various vievs. The decay in 
validity from one ••t to the other ia inevitable. Thia 
problem ia known as the problem ot maintaining "data 
4 
integrity". 
· Other problems arise while performing the transfer 
of information from one department to the other. consider 
the following example. The Engineering and Design 
Department often implements changes to the components of 
the company's products. Changes might typically be posted 
in bill of material listings or an engineering drawing. 
Several other departments must be made aware when such 
changes occur. For this example, we will look at the 
Production Planning Department. Because one of their 
responsibilities is insuring that correct quantities of 
component items are available to the shop when assembly 
begins, the Planning Department needs to know what 
products are made from what components. Knowing what 
items compose a certain product is called product 
structure. Any changes to the product structure must be 
4 
David Kroenke, Database Processing, 2nd Edition, 
Chicago, IL, Science Research Associates, 1983, p. 4. 
7 
convoyod to tho PlaMon, J.n a tiaoly m.Mor. I
n tho ca•o 
ot a cha1190 to ·th• product structuro, tho P
roduction 
Planners nood only a portion of tho lnfonaati.on th
at a19ht 
bo aaaociated vith such a chan90. As aontionad bo
fora, tho 
different tot'JlatJJ of inforaation a11onq dopartllent
a vas the 
basis ot a problu, na11oly, th• difficulty ot n
intaining 
11ultiple versions. A second problem, aa a 
result of 
different formate, ia the difficulty encountere
d in the 
actual transfer of tha information from one depa
rtment to 
another. In order to achieve communication »at
ween two 
departments who "speak different languages" som
e type of 
protocol must be agreed upon and adhered to. 
For a change in the product structure, the pro
tocol 
can be presented in the form of three choices
. The first 
choice dictates that the Engineering Departm
ent sends a 
copy of the entire document recording th
e change to 
Product Structure. Whether it be an engineerin
g drawing or 
a bill of material, the Production Planners 
would then be 
left to extract and translate the informat
ion into the 
format they desire. The second choice 
is to have 
Engineering prepare a document to be sent to
 Production 
containing only the information requested b
y Production 
and in the format asked for. Each of these
 choices has 
obvious benefits to specific parties but not 
both at once. 
The human factors related to the two choice
s are worth 
noting. Consider the seniority implied 
with either 
8 
choico. What if both doput.aont.s aro corusidorod to ba on 
tho aaao lovol in tho organizational hiorarchy? Would 
ono dopartaent bo aotivatod ·to c:ooporato vith th• other in 
insuring tho correct tor11at? Th• huaan probl ... are too 
nuaeroua to liat co•plately. 
Conaidar a third choice that is agreeable to both 
parties. Specifically, have Engineering sand the change 
to a neutral department. This neutral department would 
translate the information into the format desired by 
Production. The intermediate depa.rtment solves the 
problem of protocol because each department sees only its 
view of the information and is not concerned with the 
translation. 
However, the problem of "two different versions" 
still exists. Who is responsible for maintaining the 
change to the bill of material? Which version of the 
product structure is the real one, Engineering's or 
Production ? As long as each change is guaranteed to be 
communicated, both versions should be accurate. This is a 
risky proposition. The neutral department would serve 
the company better by collecting the two versions and 
converting the information into one generic version from 
which the two different formats could be generated. This 
now gives a very desirable situation. The information is 
stored in a form that is independent of the applications 
that need it .. However, it can at any time be extracted 
9 
I 
into o1tbor v1ov tor uso by oach dopartaont. Tho 
posaibility of coaproaiai119 tho intogrity of th
o 
intonati.on ta auch lo•• bocauao only ono aourco noods to
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Figure 2. A Central Data-Base. 
be updated to reflect a change. In the previous ex
amples, 
only two departments were mentioned. When 
all the 
departments of a manufacturing organiza
tion are 
10 
conaidorod, tho ai:vw=ont for a contral aourc:o of data and 
1nforaation bocoaos ovon qroator. FiCJU,ro 2 au99ost• a 
aimplo acho.aatic for such a ayatoa of data atora90. 
Compare it to the lines of interaction of Figure 1. 
Baaad on th• previous discussion it can be atated 
that a Hanutacturing Information syatoa should 
have, but not necessarily be limited to, the following 
characteristics: 
It should store all the information that is 
to be communicated between the departments of 
the manufacturing organization. 
It should store the information in a data 
structure that is independent of the departments 
that will use the data. This structure should be 
a single version of the information and not a 
centrally located storage area for different 
versions. 
It should be able to accept data in any 
format (or view) from any department and release 
data in any format or view to any department. 
c. Integration of Task. 
The integration of information in a manufacturing 
organization is not the ends, but rather the means by 
which task integration is achieved. Task integration 
supports the goal of directing all efforts towards the 
objectives of the organization in an efficient and 
5 
harmonious manner. Integration of task can be simplified 
5 
Jerry c. Wofford, Organizational Communication, 
New York, NY, McGraw-Hill, 1977, pp. 357-358. 
ll 
by roallzin; that ovory action cnatoa a roacti
on. Thi• 
1• al•o callod causo and ottoct. Tho cbango o
f product 
atructuro 1• an action that will havo an oftact 
throughout 
tho organization, Tho idoa ot integrating tasJca c
an be 
applied to the example used before. Engine
ering and 
Production ahould work together to••• what th
e effects 
are of the design change on th• production plan.
 Does it 
render it infeasible? How nuch will it cost t
o change? 
How many old parts must we use up ? These and 
many other 
questions should be considered by Engineer
ing when 
developing design changes. The purpose ot in
formation 
integration is to expedite the iterative "W
hat if ?" 
analysis that is required to control a complex c
ause and 
effect system. By bridging the protocol p
roblem, the 
first step towards task integration is ac
hieved. The 
Engineering Department makes a change. T
he change is 
communicated to Production, the effects are
 determined, 
and feedback is provided to Engineering. Th
e effects are 
weighed. The design is accepted and the proc
ess stops, or 
the design is modified and another iteration
 takes place. 
The first step then, is communication. The 
second step is 
to insure the validity of the informati
on that is 
transferred. By storing the data in a com
mon data-base, 
the update process is more reliable and valid
 data is more 
likely. 
Boothroyd suggests the integrated design 
approach 
12 
considorint 'tho itol"A
tion• botvaon doaign 
and 
unufacturability troa t
ho viewpoint ot tho tech
nical 
G 
aapocts of fabrication and 
asacmbly. Tho oxaaplo u
aod in 
this 'tbuis app11•• hi• ap
proach to a dittoront area
 than 
unutactw:ability. It is 
oaay to••• that integrati
on can 
be applied to any task, 
as ovo.ry action ot a task 
has a 
reaction. Tho limit• of 
integration are chiefly t
he speed 
and cost ot the infor11atio
n systfl11l naadod to support 
tha 
demands created by requ
iring rapid co11J1unicatio
n across 
several different departm
ents. 
D. Integration and HRP II
. 
The concept ot integrati
on manifests itself in t
he 
term MRP II. MRP I
I refers to 0 Manufacturi
ng Resources 
Planning". It is based 
on a closed-loop feedbac
k system 
that starts with the bus
iness plan and is carried
 foward 
until the product is 
shipped and payment is 
received. 
Feedback along the way al
lows for corrective actio
n to be 
taken to aid in obtaini
ng the planned objectives of 
an 
organization. Figure 3 
depicts the flow of a clo
sed-loop 
MRP II system. A compu
ter based information sys
tem serves 
as the medium for much
 of the communication re
quired to 
implement MRP II. 
6 
Geoffrey, Boothroyd, Aut
omatic Assembly, 1st edi
tion, 
New York, New York, Mar
cel Dekker, 1982, pp. 255
-274. 
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III. EXTRACTING THE ELEMENTS
 HEEDED FOR HRP 
A. syatu coapone.nts. 
As stated earlier, AMIS consis
ts ot a Hatarial 
RaquireJ1ents Planning ayataa based
 on Hierarchical Product 
structure. This section docum
ents the phase of the 
project whereby the necessary information c
omponents for 
MRP are extracted from a full MIS.
 The groups in Figure 4 
illustrate what information is
 typically needed to 
implement an HRP system. The A
MIS data structure was 
modelled based on this diagram. 
The diagram depicts the 
Input-Process-output relationshi
p of the various modules. 
15 
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I * Inventory 
1
1 
* Lead Times 
I
I * Acquisition Codes I 
----------' 
Using Departments 
Engineering 
Production control 
Marketing 
Process Engineering 
Figure 4. 
I I I ORDER RELEASES I 
I I 
I I I * Purchase I 
I * Fabrication I 
I * Assembly I 
I * Quantity I 
I * Part Number I 
I * Dates I I ________ I 
Diagram of Data and Processing Relationships 
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a. Hiorarch1cal Product stncturo. 
HPS ta tho roproaontation ot Paront/Child 
rolationabips that: oxlat vithin a product: structure. A product (end•itoa) conaiat• ot assallbliea. Asaa.ablies 
conaiat ot sub•asaal\bliea. Sub-assemblies consist of co•ponent parts. The example below ahowa such a structure by part nwabar. 
7620 
I 
I I I I I I I 5234 1292 4783 5555 I 
,-'-, ,-'-, 
I I I I I I I I I I 4916 8726 2297 6192 1537 3873 6669 
Figures. 
A Sample Part Hierarchy 
There should be flexibility in the HPS representation 
so that any number of parts or assemblies could belong to 
a product. The amount could vary from product to product. The number of levels shown above is three. 
typically more levels in an actual system. 
There are 
The need for hierarchical representa~ion will become apparent when the functioning of MRP is explained. 
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c. Kastor Production Schodulo. 
Tho Haator Production Schodulo is a rocord ~t vblch 
onct-itou are to bo produced by opocifiod tin•• and in 
specified quantitioa. Tho HPS 1• a rotlection of a 
detailed iterative planning proc••• tltat con•idars •uch 
thing• as th• firm•• goals, market conditions, resources, 
and capacities. The KPS 1• vhat drivea tho KRP procaaaor 
because it establishes requirements tor end-1tell8. Once 
the requirements have been established, the demand for 
end-items and their lower level assemblies and components 
can ba considered as a deterministic rather than a 
probabilistic value. 
o. Part Master File. 
The Part Master contains any attribute that could be 
applied to all parts. This includes the name of the part, 
its storage location, inventory status, method of 
acquisition (purchased, assembled, etc), lead times, 
economic order/manufacturing quantities, and cost data.' 
The Part Master is not limited to the above list and will 
vary from firm to firm. 
E. MRP Processor. 
The function of the MRP Processor is to explode the 
requirements of the Master Production Schedule down 
through the levels of the Product Structure while time 
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phasing tho roqulroaonta acco
rd1n9 to tho load tiaoa 
encountorod at oach lovol. For
 oxaaplo, aasuao you vant 
to ha.vo thirty unit• of 1620 in
 weok tivo. If it takoa 
one week to •••eabl• a 7620
, then you aust have its 
imaediata Children (a•••mblies) ava
ilable in vaok four 
<••• Figura 5). Thia now implies 
that tho Children 
(components) ot the assemblies must b
o available according 
to tha corresponding lead time
s ot each of the asaambliea. 
It is easy to sea that a hier
archical representation of 
Product Structure is necessary
. If only a simple listing 
of all component parts was
 available, 
impossible to time phase by as
sembly level. 
it would be 
Again, the premise of MRP is 
that the demand for all 
components, assemblies, and 
end-items is deterministic 
once the the Master Production
 Schedule is stated. This 
assumption is in contrast to 
classical inventory methods 
7 
that treat demand as probabil
istic. 
F. Order Releases. 
The ouput of an MRP proces
sor is a schedule of 
orders that is time phased ac
cording to Product Structure 
and lead time. The effect of 
a properly running system is 
7 
Elwood Buffa, Modern 
Production/Operations 
Management, New York, NY, Wile
y and Sons, 1980, p. 321. 
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tho oliDination of "on band• i
nventory by ordorift9 itou 
ao that thoy arrivo (or aro udo) juat 
J.n ti110 (JIT) for 
their nood by tho next lovol. 
G. Syataa Into9ration. 
Th• previous section• deacribe 
intoraation and ta•ka 
that muat be aharad invo
lving communication between 
several departments. How th
at ·the various information 
modules have been further d
escribed, a second look at
 
Figura 4 might clarity the 
modulo relationships. Again
 
stressing the interaction be
tween departments, consider
 
the following situations. It
 Management makes a change to
 
the Master Production Sched
ule as a result of changing
 
market conditions, the Prod
uction control Department mus
t 
make the appropriate changes
 in releases. The changes
 
must be based on a valid pro
duct structure and hence any
 
changes made to the product 
structure by the Engineering
 
Department, must be refl
ected in the data used 
to 
determine the releases. If 
Process Engineering develops
 a 
new method of assembly and t
he lead time is affected, th
en 
order dates must be genera
ted using the new lead time
s. 
Again, the complex cause and
 effect relationship points 
to 
th~·~ need for a central vali
d source of data that can 
be 
#· •• 
accessed rapidly' processed
, and stored in ''such a mann
er. 
that the changed data is r
eflected as needed througho
ut 
the entire organization. 
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IV. THE DATA STRUCTURE OF MIS 
A. Tho Relational Hodel 
Baaed on tho previously di•cusaod roquira11anta (noto 
page 11) of a Manufacturing Infon:aation syatoa, tho 
relational model was chosen for illplemanting AMIS. The 
relational model is designed tor the purpose of storing 
data in a fora independent of the applications that use 
the data. Thia feature allows tor ease of update, as well 
as increasing the validity ot the data because only one 
version is actually stored. Also because of this feature, 
system expansion is easier since the data-base does not 
need the data-views required by new applications to 
be explicit. It will merely transform the generic view of 
the relational model into any new view required. 
Familiarity with the relational model and third normal 
8 
form is assumed. 
B. Hierarchical Product structure. 
l. Relational Representation. 
HPS is the one area where the relational model is 
not particularly well suited. This is because the 
8 
David Kroenke, Database Processing, pp. 286-330. 
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rolational aodol doo• not inhorontly oupport hi
orarchy. 
A biorarcbical ropr .. ontatlon vas achiovod by ad
ditional 
p~amainq coupled vith a record pointer chain sy
ata. 
Hartin suggests a nonaalized fona for ropreaent
ing 
9 
Hierarchical Part structure. lt contains two 
relations 
as ahovn. 
Teatar.Dbf 
f Parant(Part NWDJ:,ar) I Child(Part Number) f Quantity f 
I I I 
I 
I I Haspart.Dbt 
,-''--, ,-----, 
f Part Number I Description f Other Attributes f 
Figure 6. 
Normalized Relations for Product Structure 
The Part Number of the Parent or Child can b
e used 
as an index to obtain the Part Descriptio
n and other 
attributes. 
are found. 
By using this structure, several advantages 
First, redundancy is avoided. 
stuctures on the following page. 
9 
Consider the two• 
James Martin, Principles of Data-Base M
anagement, 
Englewood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice Hall, 1976, p
age 105. 
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7120 
I I I f 
5234 1292 
4783 5555 
I 
I I I ,-'-, 
,-'-, 
4916 8726 2297 61
92 1537 38
73 1SG9 
I 
2716 
3593 
l f I I 
I I 
8698 5
555 4783 555
5 
I ,-'-, -'-I I I I 
I I I I I 
8726 2297 7190 3873
 6669 3873 
6669 
Figure 7. 
'l'wo SaJDple Product Structu
re Hierarchies 
The above diagram represe
nts the decomposition of 10 
what is formally called
 a complex network. A 
complex 
network is characterized b
y Children with many Pare
nts and 
Parents with many Childre
n. "Many-to-many" is a
nother 
term associated with su
ch structures. Figure a
 is a 
representation of the s
ame two products of Figu
re 7, but 
in a nondecomposed form. 
10 
David Kroenke, Database 
Processing, pp. 144-148. 
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12 2 
/\ 
6192 1537 190 
Figura a. 
A Parent/Child .Representation of a Complex Network 
Using the c011plex network representation, redundancy 
is avoided in two ways. First, by specifying quantities, 
the repetition of listing 5555 as used twice in 3593 is 
eliminated. Second, by specifying only an assembly's 
number, the components of the assembly are also known. 
The fact that 3873 and 6669 belong to 5555 only has to be 
stated once, instead of three times. 
2. Using the Normalized Form. 
The normalized form contains enough information to 
establish two important lists. The first is the Bill of 
Materials. The BOM is the typical top down listing of the 
product structure. The second, is a bottom up search 
known as a 11Where-used 11 list. The BOM is required for Q~-• .. 
processing while the Where-used list is important for 
query purposes. In order to obtain either of these two 
lists, a series of searches would have to be executed. To 
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ost&bliah tho BOK for oncl•!t
oa 7420, tho procoduro vould 
90 •• tollova1 
MSWIO tho rocorda aro otorod
 •• pnaontod 1n tho 
tabla belov. 
Rocordl PARENT aau, 
QUAHT:ITY LEVEL 
l 1292 6192 
l l 
2 3593 8598 
1 0 
3 15234 4916 
1 l 
4 5234 8726 
l 1 
5 5555 3873 
1 l 
6 7620 5234 
1 0 
1 7620 4783 
1 0 
8 8698 2716 
1 1 
9 8698 7190 
12 l 
10 1292 1537 
4 l 
11 3593 5555 
2 0 
12 5234 2297 
l l 
13 7620 1292 
1 0 
14 8698 8726 
l 1 
15 3593 4783 
l 0 
16 5555 6669 
4 l 
17 7620 5555 
2 0 
18 8698 2297 
1 1 
Table 1. List of Parent/Ch
ild Relationships. 
First, the Parent fiel
d would be searched 
sequentially for 7620 giv
ing Record 6. 
establish that 5234 is a Ch
ild of 7620. 
This would 
Next, the Parent field is 
searched sequentially for 
5234 which would find Reco
rd 3 indicating that 4916 is
 a 
Child of 5234. 
Again, the Child is switch
ed with the Parent. Thus,
 
the Parent field is searc
hed for 4916 giving an End
 of 
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Filo ao•aago tboroby indicating ·that 4114 hao no :turt.hor 
chllclron, although it could havo. 
Th• Parent fiold i• soarchod tor: tho noxt occurronco 
of 5234 giving Rocord 4 and 8726 as tho Child. 
The procaa• continua• until the aoarch has worked its 
way back up to the original Parent 7620 and no aore 
records are found with 7620 as the Parent. The second 
relation containing descriptive information about each 
Part Number could be accessed by using tho Part Numbers 
from the Parent/Child relation. 
This structure was implemented using Q'NIAL (See 
Appendix l ). The structure as presented above 
eventually was not used because of the length of time 
required to perform all the necessary searches. As 
mentioned above, the searches are sequential. This is 
because multiple entries of the same Parent must be found 
and hence sequential access must be used. 
3. Flexibility and Ease of Update. 
Although slow, 
characteristics. 
the above form has desirable 
The structure is flexible in that it can represent 
any hierarchical shape. That is, a Parent can have any 
number of Children and the Children can have any number of 
their own Children. The structure can support any number 
of levels limited only by file capacity. 
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Filo ••••ago thoroby indicating that 4916 has no turthor 
children, although it could havo. 
Th 
of 52 
way 
race 
rel, 
Par 
fro: 
App 
eve 
rec 
me, 
be 
ar 
3. 
C 
MICRODEX CORRECTION GUIDE fM·9J 
CORRECTION 
The preceding document has been re-
~h~tographed to assure legibility and 
~~~~age appears immediately here· 
their owu \,,,u ...... __ ---
of levels limited only by file capacity. 
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it• 
,ore 
:ond 
aacb 
bars 
(See 
above 
time 
As 
s is 
found 
irable 
,resent 
re any 
nber of 
number 
Filo •••••9• thereby indicatin9 ·that 4916 hao no further 
cbild.ron, although it could havo. 
The Parent tiold 1• aoarched tor tho noxt occurrence 
of 5234 giving Record 4 and 872G as the Child. 
Th• process continues until the search has worked its 
way back up to the original Parent 7620 and no more 
records are tound with 7620 as the Parent. The second 
relation containing descriptive information about each 
Part Number could be accessed by using the Part Numbers 
from the Parent/Child relation. 
This structure was implemented using Q'NIAL (See 
Appendix l ). The structure as presented above 
eventually was not used because ot the length of time 
required to perform all the necessary searches. As 
mentioned above, the searches are sequential. This is 
because multiple entries of the same Parent must be found 
and hence sequential access must be used. 
3. Flexibility and Ease of Update. 
Although slow, 
characteristics. 
the above form has desirable 
The structure is flexible in that it can represent 
any hierarchical shape. That is, a Parent can have any 
number of Children and the Children can have any number of 
their own Children. The structure can support any number 
of levels limited only by file capacity. 
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Anotbor doa,lrablo charactoris
t1c lo updato oa:a. 
Mdit1ono and dolotlono aro port
omod olmiply by ro.ovln; a 
Paront/Cblld rolatlono.hip. B
oc:auoo all rolat1onah1po aro 
atorctd in tho aoao rolation
 (fllo), a cban90 to an 
asaocbly 1• autontlc:ally rofloc
tod in ovory ond-itoa that 
uaos that aaaubly. For 
oxacplo, by roaovlng tho 
5555/3873 rolationahip, both on
d-ito.:o 7620 and 3593 would 
know about it. Thia 1• ba
cauao thoro ia only ono 
occuronco ot the representatio
n of the eo=ponont• of tho 
5555 assecbly. 
4. Adding Pointers for Spaa
d. 
In order to retain soma the de
sirable characteristics 
just mentioned, the suggestion of Or
licky was followed. 
Orlicky encourages the use o
f pointers to chain records 
together, although, he is not
 specific as to the composi-
11 
tion of the pointers. Usin
g ideas gathered from Martin
 
and Flores, the following po
inter system was developed to
 
increase the speed of acces
s in establishing a Bill of
 
12,13 
Material or a Where-used li
st. 
11 
James Orlicky, Material Reg
uirement Planning, New, 
York, New York, McGraw Hill, 1
975, pp. 195-196. 
12 
James Martin, Principles of D
ata-Base Management, pp. 
129-137. 
13 
Flores, Ivan, Data Structur
e and Management, Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J., Prentice H
all, 1977, pp. 185-212. 
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Roc:orcU PAUtf? CHIU> QU»fflff LEVEL POiffrl POitlT2 
l 1292 ,1,2 1 1 10 0 
2 3593 8Gl8 l 0 11 18
 
3 5234 4tl, 1 l 4 0 
4 5234 8721 l 1 12 
0 
5 5555 3873 .1 1 
1, 0 
' 
7620 5234 :1 0 1 12 
7 7620 4783 1 0 13 
0 
8 a,,a 211, l l 9 
0 
9 8698 7190 12 1 14 
0 
10 1292 1537 1 l 1 
0 
11 3593 5555 2 0 15 
5 
12 5234 2297 l 1 3 
0 
13 7620 1292 1 0 17 l 
14 8698 8726 1 l 18 
0 
15 3593 4783 l 0 2 
0 
16 55SS 6669 4 1 5 
0 
17 7620 5555 2 0 ' 
5 
18 8698 2297 l 1 8 
0 
Table 2. 
Part structure with BOM Pointers. 
In order to establish the BOM tor 7620 using 
the 
above pointers, the following would be done. 
First, a search for 7620 as a Parent is condu
cted. 
This would give Record 6. Because Point2 is non
 zero, it 
is used as the address of the next Record to be 
accessed. 
Using Point2 (12) of Record 61 Record 12 is directly 
accessed giving 5234 as a Parent and 2297 as a Ch
ild, 
Point2 of Record 12 is zero indicating that 2297
 has 
no children. Therefore Pointl is used to locate
 the next 
Child of 5234. Pointl (3) of Record 12 causes Record 3 to 
be accessed. Point2 of Record 3 is zero and hen
ce Pointl 
(4) causes Record 4 to be accesed. Again, Point2 is Zero, 
28 
and Pointl (12) puta ua back at Racord 12. 
Using flag• to roalizo that Record 12 i• a rapoat, 
Record 6 i• rotumed to vhoro Pointl (7) ot Record 6 
causes Record 7 to be accoa•etd• Tho process continu .. 
until Record 6 (Original Paront 7620) is repeated as a 
result of a Pointl index. 
By using the pointer method, much greater speed is 
obtained because only ona search is required. Onca Record 
6 is located, the pointers take over and all accesses to 
records are direct. A pointer system such as the one just 14 
described is known as a "linked list". 
4. The "Where-used" inversion. 
After studying the hierarchical structure, I 
discovered that the where-used search could be treated 
exactly as the top down BOM search, again using linked 
lists. Consider the following diagram: 
2297 
f 1-------1 
I I 
8698 5234 
I I 
I I 
3593 7620 
Figure 9. A Where-used list as an Inverted Hierarchy. 
14 
David Kroenke, Database Processing, pp. 111-148. 
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By tro.1ttin9 tho Paronto of 2297 as Childron of 2297, 
tho ••=• pointor atructuro (dittoront pointora) can bo 
u••d to pertorn tho whero-u•od search as a top down search 
similar to the way the BOH vas eata.bliahod. In tho above 
diagram, a aiaplo hierarchy ia shown. compare it to the 
previous atructuru shown. It should ba realized that 
2297 could belong to many more Parenta(Assemblies) who 
could belong to several Parents(End-items) themselves. 
Because the structure is inverted it appears as though the 
Parents are Children. Essentially, the pointers (3 and 4) 
serve to link the Parent/Child relationships together in 
Record# PARENT CHILD QUANTITY LEVEL POINT3 POINT4 
l 1292 6192 1 1 1 13 
2 3593 8698 1 0 2 0 
3 5234 4916 1 1 3 6 
4 5234 8726 1 1 14 6 
5 5555 3873 1 1 5 17 
6 7620 5234 l 0 6 0 
7 7620 4783 l 0 15 0 
8 8698 2716 l l 8 2 
9 8698 7190 12 1 9 2 
10 1292 1537 4 1 10 13 
11 3593 5555 2 0 17 0 
12 5234 2297 1 l 18 6 
13 7620 1292 l 0 13 0 
14 8698 8726 1 1 4 2 
15 3593 4783 1 0 7 0 
16 5555 6669 4 1 16 11 
17 7620 5555 2 0 11 0 
18 8698 2297 1 1 12 2 
Table 3. 
Product Structure with Where-used Pointers. 
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ouch a vay that thoy tona a hiorarcbic41 ot.ructuro that 
can bo quickly onrchod. 
Pointl and Point4 vould corroapond with Pointl and 
Point2 •• uaod in tho BOK gonoration. For a vhore-uaod 
aoarch of 2297 tho following would occur. 
Find 2297, Record 12, Point4 •> Record 6 
Record 6, Point4 • O •> Point3 •> Record 6 
Record 6 ia a repeat, return to Record 12 
Point3 •> Record 18 
Record 18, Point4 •> Record 2 
Record 2 Point4 • o •> Point3 
Point3 •> Record 2 
Record2 is a repeat, return to Record 18 
Record 18, Point3 •> Record 12 
A return to original record from Point3 •> Finish 
Although it appears complicated, it functions simply 
and provides direct access to all records but the first. 
The above example shows only three levels of search. 
The data structure presented could support any number of 
levels as well· as any combination of Parent/Child 
relationships. The programming in AMIS limits the levels 
for two reasons. First, the output was intended for the 
CRT only. The constraint of twenty-four rows and eighty 
columns suggested limiting levels. Second, and more 
tm 
important, dBASE III does not have an array variable 
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capability. Thi• constraint torcod 110 ·to nako so::o 
conco1Diont1, ono of vhich vao lbdting tho lovola of 
biorarcby actually availablo to tho uaor. 
5. Update !aso Lost. 
Although tloxibility was maintained by iDplementing 
the pointers, update ease was sacrificed. Each time a 
record baa to be added or deleted, a complete raindaxing 
of the pointers must be carried out. Raindaxing is 
necessary because the pointer structure is dependant on 
the record nwabars and ot course, the pointers themselves. 
It a record is deleted, then the pointers for that 
record vanish also. It one of the leaving pointers is 
used in a linkage, then the removal of the linking pointer 
must be accounted for. The record deletion also causes 
the record number of all succeeding records to be 
decremented by one. 
A record addition is somewhat easier. This is 
because additions always occur by appending the new record 
to the end of the file. Since adding a record to the end 
of the relation will not cause any other record numbers to 
be affected, then no action is required to update the 
record numbers. 
be established. 
However, new pointer relationships must 
The update algorithm was developed and 
coded into the AMIS package so that the user only need 
worry about the Parent/Child relationship. 
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Appand.lx 2 oxplain• tho lo;lc ot tho updato al9oritha 
in 11oro doto.11. Tho oxplanation includo• p•oudocodo for 
both additions and dolotion•• 
c. Tho Invontory Data. 
Tho Inventory data waa storod in tho Master Part 
Relation aa shown balov. 
Haspart.Dbf 
I I I I-
I Part Number I Description f Lead Time Temp Lead Time I 
I I I 
------
------
----- -
------
-
-, Aquisition Code Location Inventory Data 
-'---~----~~ ----- ------~~ 
Figure 10. 
Master Part Relation 
The above block labeled "Inventory Data" contains 
forty-one fields as described below. These fields are not 
included in the above diagram because of space 
limitations. If they were included, there would be forty-
one additional fields located in-line as the seven above 
are. 
Listed on the next page are the individual fields 
used for the storage of inventory status over a planning 
horizon of eight periods (weeks). 
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... ''"'' 
Gro11• Roquiruonto GRl, GR2, •••••• ,GR8 
Sc:hodulod Rocoipt.s SRl, SR2, •••••• ,SR8 
on-Hand OHl, OH2, •••••• ,0H8 
La.at Hot Roqulrnont UIRl, UIR.2, •••• , UfRS 
Planned Roloaaoa PRl, PR2, •••••• ,PR8 
An additional gross require11ont field vas used called 
GR9. It waa naaded to facilitate scrolling the planning 
horizon • 
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D. Explooion of Roq11iroonta. 
Tho Product structuro rolatlon
 1• usod to oatabliab 
tho hiorarc:hical rolat.ionshi
ps of a product. Tho P4rt
 
Hw=bors troa tho atructuro rel
ation aro uaod to indox tho 
Kastor Part relation tor dos
criptivo data as wall as tho
 
inventory status tor an eigh
t vook horizon. Figura 11
 
(noxt page) shows how tho two dime
nsional tuples ot tho 
two relations are transforme
d to a tive by eight array ot
 
the planning horizon. The t
hree diagrams are stacked to
 
show how the hierarchical in
formation from the structure
 
relation is used to establi
sh component requirements as
 
well as progressive lead time
 offsets for order releases.
 
The on Hand, Due in, and Gr
oss Req(uirements) were chosen 
arbitrarily for part 7620. 
Using the chosen values as 
starting conditions, the v
alues tor Net Reg(uirements) 
and Sch(eduled) Orders are calcula
ted by the program. The 
Scheduled Orders from 7620 
become the Gross Requireme
nts 
for assembly 1292 and the cal
culations are repeated. The
 
Due in amount for 1537 was 
also chosen arbitrarily. T
he 
7620-1292-1537 relationship 
is taken from Figure 4. 
The MRP of AMIS is a simpl
ified net-change type MRP. 
The logic for the calculati
ons can be seen by examin
ing 
Figure 11. There are num
erous styles and types of MR
P 
systems in industry, each w
ith its own slight variatio
n. 
It was not my intention to 
examine the advantages of o
ne 
system over another, but 
rather to present a simp
le 
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Hator:ialo Roqub:oaont Statua Report 
Part Nw:aborz 7620 
toad Ti=o 1 
Doacript.lon: !light Swing Am 
Acquiaition Codo: As10Dblod 
Gro•• Roq 
DUa in 
on Hand 
Net Req 
Gross Reg 
Due in 
on Hand 
Net Reg 
Period 
1 2 3 4 5 G 7 8 
25 
10 10 10 10 
15 
17 
17 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
15 17 
20 20 20 5 5 5 5 
12 
Sch Orders 12 I 
------
-----~----~-
--~--~---1----------------------------
Part: 1537 \I/ 
Lead Time: 2 
Gross Req 
Due in 
on Hand 
Net Req 
Sch Orders 
l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
48 
4 
10 10 10 21 
27 
27 
Figure 11. 
Time Phased Explosion of Requiremen
ts 
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application ot HRP in ordor
 to illuatrato the intorac
tion 
vith tho data atructuroa no
odod to •upport a 11anufact
uring 
function, ANIS offers e
nough of tho ••••ntial te
atura• 
required to illuatrato the 
basic concepts ot HRP. Am
ong 
th••• foaturea are: 
• TiJle Phasing 
• 'lbraa Level• of Explos
ion 
• .Ability to Change Orde
r Dates/Quantities 
(Including order cancellation) 
* Planning Horizon scrol
ling 
• Report Generation (Form of Q
uery) 
* Temporary Lead Time Ch
anges 
E. Master Production Sch
edule. 
The relation containing
 the information for t
he 
Master Production Sched
ule is structured as sh
own in 
Figure 12 .. The Part N
umber is used as an index
 to the 
Part Number fields of the
 Maspart.Dbf relation. 
Masps.Obf 
Part Number Quantity Date
 Required 
Figure 12. 
Master Production Schedu
le Relation 
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Another relation contain
ing a singlo data ltu w
as 
uaod to Jcoep tb• eight pl
anning porioda of tho inv
entory 
data in synchronizatio
n with tbe Kastor Pr
oduction 
Sc:bodula. Thia relation 
is structured aa ahovn bo
lov. 
LaaDat.Dbf 
f Date ot Period 1 Beginning f
 
I 
I 
Figure 13. 
Date synchr~nization R
elation 
The above file store
s a single value of 
the last 
beginning date of Perio
d 1. This relation alw
ays contains 
a single tuple and 
can be thought of as 
a permanent 
variable. Another wa
y of perceiving this v
alue is as an 
attribute of the entire
 inventory relation, 
11Maspart.Dbf. 11 
Based on this date, th
e relative dates for th
e beginnings tm 
of the remaining perio
ds {weeks) are known. dBAS
E III 
offers the ability to m
anipulate date variable
s for use in 
calculating days and w
eeks between dates. Fo
r example, by 
subtracting two dates
, the number of days 
between the 
dates is given as a num
eric value. 
02/23/85 minus ll/14
/84 = 71 
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r. Roloacsad Orclora. 
A additional aot ot throo
 rolationo 1• ussod (Fa.bord, 
PUtOrd, Kalcord). Thoy aro u•
od to atoro roloasod order
 
nounta. Doponding on 
tho acquisition codo, ·th
o par:t 
nWlbor and ordor aaount i
• otorod in tho approp
riato 
relation. Th• acquisit
ion code, vhich is tound 
in tho 
HaaPart.Dbf relation i• 
used as a pointer to an 
entire 
relation while tba Part
 Nuabar is uaed as an ind
ex to a 
specific record. Tha dia
gram on the next page ill
ustratoa 
the relationships among t
he tour relations. 
G. Combined Structure. 
All the relations descri
bed previously are comb
ined 
into the AMIS database t
hrough linking and index
ing as 
discussed. The overall 
effect is to provide a s
tucture 
that allows for the data
 required for the MRP pro
cessor to 
be stored such that it i
s independent of any influ
ence of 
the MRP application. 
When the various ope
rations 
associated with MRP, 
as well as the other 
support 
functions provided in AM
IS, are performed, the 
necessary 
data is acquired by comb
ining different relations
 indexed 
on certain fields. 
The relations shown in
 Figure 15 are in normal
 form, 
hence expansion is f
acilitated. The best 
example of 
useful expansion can be
 seen with the Purord.
Obf file. 
This relation stores o
nly the Part Number 
and amount 
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KaaPart.Dbt 
I Part llullbar I DHcrlption I r..ad Tiu l 'I/up Load '1/iu r 
I -----' I I_ 
f -, Aqui•ition Code f Location I ~:~1:=rr16!~ f 
f _I Ill '---
1 
I 111 
f ff I----=~=---·--> Hakord.Dbf (Assembly orders) 
I 11 Part Number 1-----, I 
,-----,,,,--------------->, Part Number f Quantity f 
I 11 
I 11 
I 'I "P" I I-----------> PUrord.Dbf (Purchase orders) 
f Part Number ,------, I 1-----/ /------------->, Part Number f Quantity I 
I I 
I I 
f f ... ::: __ > FabOrd.Dbf (Fabricated Orders) 
I I Part Number I I 1------------------>1 Part Number Quantity I 
'------ ----'-
Figure 14. 
Relation and Record Indexing 
of a purchase o-rde-r, Vendor information could be obtained 
by using the Part Number as an index to another relation 
containing such things as preferred vendor, vendor name, 
address, prices, and quantity discounts. The schema of 
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,f1 -------' I 
f Record I J Parent J Child J QUantity f Pointer• 
I 
I I I I I 
I 
Taater.Dbf ,I I 
----
---' 
f 
\II Maspart.Dbf 
I I 
f Part Number f 
I 
f I 
,-
Description 
I 
Lead Time f Temp Lead Time _ 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
-, 
I 
1
1 Inventory Data 
I Aquisition Code f Location Periods 1 -
8 <--1 
_I ____ I 
I 
-----
-----
--, I 
~I I 
I
_I 
1
_1 __ I I 
\I/ I 
PUrord.Dbf I I 
FabOrd.Dbf I 
,-------> 
I I_I 
I Part Number I Quantity f~I 
I I I 
I 
Assord.Dbf I 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I-> 
LasDat.Dbf 
Date of Period l Beginning 
Masps.Dbf 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
<------------, I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Part Number Quantity Date Required <----, 
Figure 15. Amis Schema 
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PiCJUr• 15 could bo oxpandod indoflnitoly to auit 
tho infomation roquiruont.11 of ••voral additional 
application•• 
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V. tJSIHG A.HIS 
A. ovorviev. 
ta 
AMIS is a dBASE III based systo.a consisting of 
various database, index, and command files. Tho AMIS 
prograa requires a disk drive capable of storing 600 
JCbytea. The DOS used tor development was HS 2.1 and hence 
all command files ara labeled with the ".PRG" tile 
designator. There ara no copyright restrictions on the 
program or its tiles. The diskettes containing AMIS are 
stored with the office copy ot this thesis (Industrial 
Engineering Department). 
B. Getting started. 
The following procedures will put the user at the 
opening menu. 
1. Boot the IBM PC XT. (or similar system) 
2. Copy the two AMIS Diskettes to the c drive. 
tm 
3. Copy the dBASE III program to the c drive. 
tm 
4. With the dBASE III backup disk in drive A, 
enter DBASE at the C> prompt. (note: 
dBASE III is copy protected and cannot be 
booted from the hard disk without an original 
in the A drive) 
s. From the"·" (period) prompt, enter DO MAIN 
to initiate the AMIS program. 
c. Program Organization. 
The AMIS program is a menu/prompt driven collection 
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of aodulos 01."9anizod in a 
olnplo hiorarchy. lt vaa 
vritton with the hopo that 
vory 11ttlo training would 
bo 
required by tho wsor. Tho
 uin 11odulo11 aro organlzod
 
undor tho oponin9 monu aa to
llova. 
AMIS Hain Kenu. 
1. Materials Raquire=ont P
lanning (HRP). 
2. Product Structure Manage
r. 
3. Kaaeer Production Sched
ule Update. 
4. Report Generation Facil
ity. 
s. Reset Original condition
s. 
6. Exit to Dbase. 
l. MRP Processor. 
Upon selecting the MRP pro
cessor from the main menu,
 
the following menu will be
 offered: 
MRP Processor 
l, Process MRP for End-It
ems/Assemblies 
2, Process MRP for Single
 Part Numbers. 
3, Change the Qty on Hand for a
ny Part Number. 
Change Scheduled Receipts.
 (Due-in). 
Change Planned Orders. 
4. Scroll Planning Horizo
n Forward. 
(Change current Period) 
5. Order Release Facility
. 
6. Exit. 
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a. Proco•• HRP. 
By aolocting choico l or 2 you vill bo aakod. tor a 
tour digit Part Nwabar. After entering the Part llUDbor, 
the program vill 9anerato reports aiallar to Figura 11. 
Choice 1 will cause th• roquir&J1ant.a for the aaaa.llbly or 
end-item to be exploded down through all its component 
parts. Ona report will bo generated for each Part Number. 
Choice 2 will process a single Part Number only. The 
gross requirements for the Part Number selected will be 
the same as the last AMIS session. Period l will have a 
beginning date of the Monday preceding (or equal to) the 
last session day. You may use the sample part structure 
from Figure 7 to obtain valid Part Numbers. You may also 
use Part Numbers from any product structure that you 
create in the Product Structure Manager module. 
b. Changing On Hand, Scheduled Orders, and Due-in. 
By selecting choice 3, you will be asked for a four 
digit Part Number. Upon entering the Part Number, a 
report of the existing inventory/order status will be 
displayed. Changes can be made to any field of the report 
body that is highlighted (reverse video). standard dBASE 
tm 
III full screen editing features are available to 
manipulate the cursor. Once the change has been entered, 
the Part Number must be processed using the MRP processor. 
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c. scrolli.nq tho Horizon. 
1. 
As aontionad batoro, tho planning horizon for tho HRP 
of AMIS i• eight period• (voa>ctl). By aeloctinCJ 4 1 you can 
change the ti•• period that tho horizon apan•. Siaply 
enter a data troa the week that you vish to be treated aa 
Period 1. For instance, it you enter a dat,f that happens 
to be a Wednesday, the program vill determine what the 
data ia of the Monday that precedes the Wednesday you 
entered. This Monday will ba referenced against the last 
stored data ot Period l (also a Monday) and the number of 
weeks between the two dates will be determined. The 
horizon will then be scrolled toward one period tor each 
week difference. For example, it it is found that the 
two Mondays are three weeks apart, then the horizon will 
be scrolled three periods. The program will not scroll 
back in time. 
ii. 
To scroll a period, the program will first check to 
see that there are no scheduled orders in the current 
Period 1. If there are orders found in Period 1, you will 
be directed to the Order Release Facility. 
Assuming no orders are found in Period 1, the program 
will check the Master Production Schedule for any 
requirements in current Period 9. If found, a message 
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will bo dioplayod 1nd1catlft9 tho part n\Ulbor of t
ho itoa 
vith roqul.ro:aont• in poriod 9 (aoon to bo Poriod 8). 
Tho proqrn no,ct scrolls ono p1l."iod at a tiao 
by 
storing Period 2 valuaa to Period 1, .Period 3 to Pe
riod 2, 
and ao forth. Accordingly, tho Poriod 
9 9roas 
raq-11irament• becoao Period a gross requiruon
t•. Any 
parts with new Period 8 gross roquiroaonts auat 
be put 
through the HRP Processor. Thia process (from paragraph 
ii) is repeated until the correct number of periods is 
scrolled. 
d. Order Release Facility. 
The order Release Facility requires no user inp
ut. 
The program will check tor scheduled orders in Pe
riod l, 
and release them. Releasing consists ot the 
following: 
i. 
The amount of any scheduled order in Period 
l is 
changed to zero. 
ii. 
Next, the order amount previously stored as
 a 
scheduled order, is now stored as a Due-in in 
Period n, 
where n equals one plus the lead time for that i
tem. 
iii. 
Finally the Part Number of the item and the 
order 
amount are stored in one of the Xxxord.Dbf rel
ations as 
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appropriate. Thi• action• a111ulatoa tho actual proco••ln9 
of the order. 
2. Product structure Hanaqor. 
Upon aalacting the PSH, tho following ••nu vill be 
displayed. 
Product Structure Manager 
1. Delete Entire End-Items/Assemblies. 
2. Change quantity ot Parts/Assemblies used. (Component Part deletion done here) 
3. Add Parts to Assemblies. 
4. Add Parts/Assemblies to End-Items. 
s. Add New End-Items. 
6. Exit. 
a. Deleting End-Items and Assemblies. 
The prompt will ask for a four digit Part Number. 
once a valid part number is entered (see Figure 7), the 
Parent/Child relationships for that end-item or assembly, 
and each of its components, will be deleted from the 
Product Structure Relation. The pointers used in the 
Product Structure wdll be reindexed. Also, the effect of 
removing the parts with respect to MRP will be found 
because a deletion automatically invokes the MRP processor 
for that part and its components. 
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b. Cbanqo Quantity of Part• uaod. 
Thia updato allow• you to chango 
tho quantity ot a 
part or aaao=bly uaod in a Paront 
part:. You will bo aakod 
tor tho tour digit Part Numbers ot 
the Parent and Child ot 
the relationship you wish to cbango
. After entering a 
valid relationship, th• current
 quantity used in that 
relationship will be displayed. Y
ou will then be prompted 
tor a new quantity. Entering a z
ero tor the new quantity 
will cause the deletion of that Pa
rent/Child relationship. 
A quantity change can be per
formed on any level 
relationship. 
After entering the new quantity, 
the change will be 
processed through the MRP Proce
ssor to determine the 
effect of specifying the new requ
irements. 
c. Adding New Parts. 
i. 
This portion of the program allows
 you to create new 
product structures or modify old
 ones. The method of · 
input serves as a graphical aid
 in picturing the new 
stucture. The screen will look li
ke the following. 
End-Item Assembly compo
nent Qty 
,~, 
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S1aply ontor a tour: dlglt Part tfunbor, a
ay 2121. Tho 
proqraD v111 roopond •• followo. 
End•Itu Aasubly Coaponont Qty 
----------
............ 
_____
___ .__ 
2121 ,:=, 
'l'ha prompt moves over to the assembly tield
 and down 
one row. This ia similar to inden
ting text as a 
representation of hierarchy. The next
 Part Number 
entered, say 3243, will be stored in the P
roduct Structure 
File as a Child ot 2121. The program w
ill respond by 
prompting for the quantity of this part 
to be used in the 
newly formed relationship. 
End-Item Assembly component Qty 
---------
------.--
------
---
2121 3243 
After entering a quantity, the promp
t asks for a 
component, again positioning itself so
 as to follow an 
indented hierarchical representation. I
f a component Part 
Number is now entered, it will be sto
re as a Child of 
3243. 
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End•ltu Aaoubly co=pono.nt Qty ____ .. ___ 
............. 
____ ... ____ 
---
2121 
3243 2 ,-, 
-
Th• proco•• continun until blank Part Hwabora aro 
antercad by pr•••ing tha "return" Jtoy without inputting 
nwabora. Whon this ia done tha proapt returns to the noxt 
higher level. The prompt will continue to jump levels 
until a return is entered from the End-Item column. This 
causes the update session to proceed to the next phase, 
that ot MRP processing and pointer indexing. 
Before discussing the next phase, another point must 
be made about the previous input described. If the Part 
Number entered is a Part Number that is already stored in 
the Master Part File, then the update will proceed as 
described. If a new Part Number is entered, then prompts 
at the bottom of the screen will ask for additional 
information required by the master part file. Only the 
lead time is actually required. nReturns" may be entered 
for the rest. The input of the information for the Master 
Part File does not disrupt the flow of the input described 
in the previous paragraph. 
ii. 
After entering a blank Part Number under the End-Item 
column, the program will automatically consider the MRP 
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oftoct ot tho nov parts by 
invoking tho HRP proco#sor. 
For o.nraplo, if you add 3434
 to 5555 and 5555 alroady baa
 
a achoduled ordor 40 units
 in Poriod 7, thon a qro1s
 
roquiroaont increase ot 40 w
ill be atorod in Poriod 7 of 
3434. The new 40 unit gross
 roquiroaent tor Poriod 7 
will ba procaaaad to••• if
 any ordara are needed tor
 
3434. 
Also, the tour pointers 
of tha entire Product 
Structure Relation will be r
eindexed tor each Parent/Chi
ld 
relationship created. 
3. Master Production Schedu
le Update 
Upon selecting choice 3 f
rom the main menu, the 
following menu will be displ
ayed. 
Master Production Schedule M
anager 
l. Add New Requirements. 
2. Delete Requirements. 
3. Exit. 
a. Adding New Requirements
. 
The screen will prompt yo
u for a four digit Part 
Number as shown here. 
Part Number · Description 
,-, 
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Quantity Date 
Upon ontorin9 a valid Part llunb
or, tho doocr!ption for 
tho part vill bo found in tho 
HAator Part Rolation and 
diaplayod. For oxaaplo, p
art 7620 vill cauao the 
.following to ba shown. 
Part Humber 
7620 
Description 
Right Swing Arm 
Data 
1:7...J_I 
The prompt is now asking for 
a quantity and a date. 
Using full screen editing, th
e amount required and date 
required, are entered. The d
ate is entered in the format 
of day/month/year using two d
igits for each value. The 
Master Production Schedule w
ill be updated accordingly. 
The only way to bring requirem
ents into the MRP processor 
is by scrolling them in from P
eriod 9. 
b. Deleting Requirements. 
Deletions are done in a manner
 similar to additions. 
After entering a Part Number, 
the current requirements for 
that part will be listed. 
There will be one row for each
 
different date the item is 
required. Using full scre
en 
editing, the quantity can be c
hanged to zero. 
4. Report Generation Facili
ty. 
Upon selecting choice 4, t
he menu on the following 
page is displayed. Each 
choice will cause a differe
nt 
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roport to bo •cmt to tho
 acroon. To got hard-c
opy, uao 
tho •Print scrcum" functi
on C <Shift> <Prtsc> ) • 
Report Gono.ration Facili
ty 
1. A Billot Materials 
(Listing). 
2. A Whera-usad List (Listin
g). 
3. A Master Production 
Schedule (Listing). 
4. A Master Production 
Schedule (Horizon). 
5. Exit. 
a. Bill of Material, a
nd Where-used list. 
After inputting a valid 
part number, an indente
d BOM 
or Where-used list is ge
nerated as requested. 
b. Master Production Sc
hedule (Listing). 
The MPS listing requ
ires no input. It giv
es a 
straight listing of Pa
rt Number, Description,
 Quantity, 
and Date Required simil
ar to the MPS update mo
dule. 
c. Master Production S
chedule (Horizon). 
This report allows th
e user to view an eigh
t week 
horizon of the Master P
roduction Schedule. By
 entering a 
date, the eight weeks 
following the preceding
 Monday of 
the date entered are use
d as the horizon span. 
Any gross 
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roquiruonta otorod in tho Kaator Production Schcdulo that 
fall into ·tho horizon vill bo proaontad in a fora aia111ar 
·to tho HRP Statua roport, i.o., by period. Thi• roport 1• 
intondod to qivo a look at tho horizon boyond tho current 
eight vook horizon ot tho HRP procosaaor. Bacauao of 
thia, only roquiroaonta contained in the Master Production 
Schedule are ahown. Hoto that scrolling the HRP horizon 
deletes entries from tho Kaster Production Schedule once 
they are brought into Period a. 
4. Resetting Original conditions. 
This module copies a series of backup files into the 
active files used by AMIS. This action resets file 
contents to contain the following. 
1. The part structure will be the same as Figure 7. 
2. The beginning of Period l will be Feb 17, 1985. 
3. There will be entries for parts 7620, and 3593 in 
the Master Production Schedule. 
4. Various starting values for gross requirements, on 
hand amounts, and due in amounts will be stored in 
the current eight week horizon of the MRP 
processor. 
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VI. 
concluaion 
A. Final Thoug
hts on UaifflJ .MI
S 
Th• ay•toa ia do
signod to illustr
ate how a relatio
nal 
data•baae can b
o uaod to rapr••
•nt a hierarchic
al product 
structure for us
e in a manufactu
ring applicatio
n, nuoly 
HRP. Human in
toraction was de
signed into AMIS
 in places 
that human inpu
t would normally 
not be used. T
hia was 
done to provide 
break points to 
aid in visualizi
ng how the 
information is a
ccessed, process
ed and stored. 
AMIS would 
be best used as 
a follow up pres
entation to the 
discussion 
presented in the
 first three cha
pters of this th
esis. If 
anything, it of
fers a response 
to the student 
who asks, 
"how might this
 (the concepts of ch
apters I,II, an
d III) 
actually be u
sed ? AMIS i
s not intended
 to be a 
commercial syste
m for industria
l use. 
B. Suggestions
 for the FUture
. 
AMIS could be 
expanded in seve
ral directions.
 The ,
 
most logical a
rea for immedia
te work would b
e capacity 
Requirements Pl
anning. CRP w
ould determine i
f the Master 
Production Sch
edule is feasi
ble from the v
iewpoint of 
labor, and ma
chine resources
. CRP would 
require the 
explosion of 
the MPS through
 the levels o
f the part 
structure whil
e checking th
e requirements 
against the 
constraints imp
osed by work ce
nter capacities
 and labor 
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ro11ourcoo. Additional rolat1o
ns vould havo to bo: 
intogratod to vork vith tho oxlatl
ng rolationa ot AMIS. 
Aleo, new progra11a would have to
 bo davolopod to procasa 
tho log.le of CRP. 
c. conclusion 
From a small interactive PC 
environment, AMIS 
represents the beginning efforts t
o capture the concept of 
an integrated manufacturing infor
mation system. It is 
simple enough so that the fundam
entals of an MIS can be 
illustrated without the clouding
 effect inflicted by the 
specific complications of a com
mercial system. If AMIS 
were never to be used again, it
 can still be considered a 
success because of the education
al experience it provided 
to me as I developed it. 
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Appondlx l 
Q'HIAL 
A• aontionod oarlior, the
 beginning ottorta in 
developing tho aodel vera dona
 using o•NIAL or NIAL tor 
short. Tho "Hosted Intoractiv
o Array Language" devolopod 
by Miko Jenkins and Flemming S
chmidt, Queens University, 
Kingston, Ontario is designed
 to serve as a prototyping 
software ·tool tor systems devel
opment. It is an APL/LISP 
hybrid that gives extraordina
ry power to the programaer 
resulting in the ability to mo
del data structures almost 
as tast as they can be concept
ualized. 
The extent ot the work perfo
rmed using NIAL was the 
creation of the hierarch
ical part structure. NIA
L 
supported the structure withou
t the use of record pointers 
thereby making deletions a
nd additions quite simple
. 
However, the luxury of simp
licity in updating Parent/Chi
ld 
relationships was had at th
e expense of extremely poo
r 
response time in searching 
the product structure file
 
without pointers. Initial 
attempts to develop a point
er 
system proved frustrating. 
This was partly because the
 
NIAL software used to emul
ate a record/tuple relationa
l 
file was still in a developmen
tal state. At the time, I 
was not sure whether some 
unforeseeable problems mig
ht 
cause excessive future troub
le that would ultimately sta
ll 
the project. That, coupled with the 
problem of supporting tm 
the NIAL package was enough 
reason to use dBASE III wi
th 
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its proven rocord and rolativaly •i•plo hardware 
roquiroaonta. 
NIAL i• mentioned hare because I feel i·t is an 
extremely powerful and valuable ayat8118 development tool. 
As one of its earliest users, I wanted to provide future 
users with the teed.back that might encourage them to take 
advantage of its power. Under different cirCUJ1stances, I 
would have probably continued this work in NIAL. 
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Appondix 2 
Product structure Update A
lgorithm• 
A. Delationa. 
1. Basic Logic. 
The basic logic of the d
eletion algorithm will be
 
shown here. Depending
 on the language used 
for 
implementation, additiona
l specific coding would hav
e to 
be added to account tor 
the conventions of the la
nguage 
used. Table 4 represents
 the Product Structure Re
lation 
before a relationship del
etion. Table 5 represents
 the 
result of deleting the 523
4/2297 Parent/Child relatio
nship 
(Record 12, Table 4 ), 
Recordf PARENT CHILD P
OINTl POINT2 P0INT3 P
OINT4 
l 1292 6192 
10 0 l 
13 
2 3593 8698 
11 18 2 
0 
3 5234 4916 
4 0 3 
6 
4 5234 8726 
12 0 14 
6 
5 5555 3873 
16 0 5 
17 
6 7620 5234 
7 12 6 
0 
7 7620 4783 
13 0 15 
0 
8 8698 2716 
9 0 8 
2 
9 8698 7190 
14 0 9 
2 
10 1292 1537 
1 0 10 
13 
11 3593 5555 
15 5 17 
0 
12 5234 2297 
3 0 18 
6 
13 7620 1292 
17 1 13 
0 
14 8698 8726 
18 0 4 
2 
15 3593 4783 
2 0 7 
0 
16 5555 6669 
5 0 16 
ll 
17 7620 5555 
6 5 11 
0 
18 8698 2297 
a 0 12 
2 
Table 4. Product struc
ture Relation Before Upd
ate 
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.Rocordi PAREIIT CHILD POIN'l'l P0IHT2 
P0IHT3 P0INT4 
1 1292 G192 10 
0 1 12 
2 3593 8698 11 
17 2 0 
3 5234 4916 4 0
 3 
' 
4 5234 8726 l 0 
13 G 
5 5555 3873 15 0
 5 16 
6 7620 523-4 7 3
 6 0 
7 7620 4783 12 
0 14 0 
8 8698 2716 9 0
 8 2 
9 8698 7190 13 
0 9 2 
10 1292 1537 l 0 
10 12 
11 3593 5555 14 
5 16 0 
12 7620 1292 16 
1 12 0 
13 8698 8726 17 
0 4 2 
14 3593 4783 2 
0 7 0 
15 S555 6669 5 
0 15 11 
16 7620 5555 6 
5 11 0 
17 8698 2297 8 
0 17 2 
Table S. 
Product structure Relation After Dele
tion 
The Deletion of the 5234/2297 rela
tionship will be 
used as an example. The deletion a
lgorithm is as follows. 
STORE THE RECORD NUMBER (12) TO RECNUM 
STORE THE POINTERS OF RECORD 12 TO
 Pl, P2, P3, P4 
GO TO TOP OF FILE 
DO WHILE NOT END OF FILE 
The following two IF statem
ents are used to 
establish BOM pointers. 
IF POINTl = RECNUM THEN 
REPLACE POINTl WITH Pl 
The previous IF statement 
establishes the link 
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batvoen all the 5234/Child
 relationships. 
of Table 4 and Tabla 5. 
IF POINT2 • RECNUH THEN 
REPLACE P0IHT2 WITH Pl 
lfota Record 4 
The previous IF stateme
nt establishes the link
 
between 5234 and its Parent
 parts. Note record 6 in Ta
ble 
4 and Table 5. 
The following two IF s
tatements are used to
 
establish the Where-used po
inters. 
IF POIN1'3 • RECNUM THEN 
REPLACE POINT3 WITH P3 
The previous IF statem
ent establishes the lin
k 
between all 2297 Children
. Note record 18 of Table
 4, and 
record 17 of Table 5. 
Point3 of Record 17 in T
able 5 
would actually be 18 afte
r the above step. Becaus
e record 
12 is being deleted, a
ll records that follow w
ill be 
decremented by one and h
ence record 18 becomes rec
ord 17. 
The logic for the decreme
nting is explained later. 
IF POINT4 = RECNUM THEN 
REPLACE POINT4 WITH P4. 
The previous IF statement
 establishes the link betw
een 
the Children of 2297 and
 their Parents. There a
re no 
Children of 2297 and hen
ce for this specific dele
tion no 
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action is necaaaary. 
The next tour IF atato.mants account tor the romoval 
of record 12 from the tile, and the subsequent 
decrementing of all record numbers greater than 12. 
IF POINT1 > RECNUM THEN 
REPLACE POINTl WITH POINTl - 1 
IF P0INT2 > RECNUM THEN 
REPLACE P0INT2 ffI'l'H P0INT2 - l 
IF P0INT3 > RECNUM THEN 
REPLACE P0INT3 WITH P0INT3 - l 
IF P0INT3 > RECNUM THEN 
REPLACE P0INT4 WITH P0INT4 - l 
Looking at record 17 of Table 5, it can be seen that 
Point3 was 18, but because 18 is greater than 12, 18 is 
decremented by 1 to give 17. Notice how the pointers less 
than 12 are unaffected. 
The above logic is repeated until all records have 
been checked. 
SKIP TO THE NEXT RECORD 
ENDDO 
2 • Additions. 
The update algorithm for Parent/Child relationship 
additions will be shown here in its basic form. Table 6 
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·~- . 
•hov. tho r .. ~lt of adding a 
5555/3333 relationship 
(record 19). Recall that Tabla 4 •hov• 
a 1.f.ating of the 
file batora the addition. Th• 555
5/3333 addition will bo 
used as an example to explain the 
update procadu.ra. 
Racordf PARENT CHILD POIHTl POIHT
2 POIN'l'3 POIN'l'4 
l 1292 6192 10 
0 1 13 
2 3593 8698 ll 
18 2 0 
3 5234 4916 4 
0 3 6 
4 5234 8726 12 
0 14 6 
5 5555 3873 16 0 
5 17 
6 7620 5234 7 12 
6 0 
7 7620 4783 13 
0 15 0 
8 8698 2716 9 0
 8 2 
9 8698 7190 14 
0 9 2 
10 1292 1537 l 
0 10 13 
ll 3593 5555 15 
19 17 0 
12 5234 2297 3 
0 18 6 
13 7620 1292 17 
1 13 0 
14 8698 8726 18 
0 4 2 
15 3593 4783 2 
0 7 0 
16 5555 6669 19 
0 16 11 
17 7620 5555 6 
5 11 0 
18 8698 2297 8 
0 12 2 
19 5555 3333 5 
0 19 ll 
Table 6. 
Product Structure Relation after A
ddition 
The algorithm is as follows: 
APPEND THE NEW RELATIONSHIP TO 
THE BOTTOM 
OF THE FILE 
STORE ALL POINTERS AS ZERO INIT
IALLY 
STORE THE RECORD NUMBER (19) OF THE AP
PENDED 
RECORD TO RECNUM 
LOCATE A RECORD WITH PARENT= 55
55 
Note record 16 of Table 6. 
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IF FOUHD THEN 
STORE PODITl OF THE RECORD FOUHD TO Pl 
REPLACE POnrtl OF ffl£ RECORD FOUND WITH RECNUK 
RETUlUf TO RECORD 19 (RECNUM) 
REPLACE POIH'l'l WITH Pl 
'l'ha previous statements logically insert the n
ow 
record in tha cyclic link of POINTl. Again, note 
record 
16 of Table 6. Also, aae how record 19 now has 
5 as 
POINTl. Tabla 4, record 16, shows where the 5 came 
from. 
IF NO RECORD CAN BE U'JCA'l'ED WITH PARENT• 5555 
THEN ONLY REPLACE POINTl OF RECORD 19 (RECNUM) 
WITH RECNUM. 
The previous IP statement accounts for additions
 of 
relationships where the Parent is not a Parent
 of any 
other Part Numbers. 
The procedure continues. 
LOCATE A RECORD WITH PARENT= 3333 
IF FOUND THEN 
STORE THE RECORD NUMBER OF THE RECORD 
FOUND TO P2 
REPLACE POINT4 WITH RECNUM ( 19) 
GO TO RECORD 19 (RECNUM) 
REPLACE POINT2 WITH P2 
The above code establishes the link betwe
en the 
child, 3333 and. the records that contains 
3333 as a 
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Parent. In othor vordo
, tho link botvoon 3333
 and lto 
component patta is .boin9
 aado. 
Tho procedure continues.
 
LOCATE A RECORD WITH C
HILD• 3333 
IF FOUND THEN 
STORE P0IHT3 TO P3 
REPLACE POIHT3 WITH RE
CHO'H (19) 
GO 'l'O RECORD 19 (RECNtJH) 
REPLACE POINT3 ffITH P3
 
ELSE IF NOT FOUND THEN
 
GO TO RECORD 19 (RECNUM) 
REPLACE POIN'1'3 WITH 19 
(RECNUM) 
The previous code logi
cally inserts the new 
record in 
the cyclic link of POI
NT3. 
The final step is now 
shown. 
LOCATE A RECORD WITH 
CHILD• 5555 
IF FOUND THEN 
STORE THE RECORD NUMB
ER TO P4 
"41t_...,..-. ..... ---·-._
 
REPLACE POINT2 WITH R
ECNUM ( 19) 
- .. . ..... ,~.-._.oll.Cllilr----
.M 
• 
·" GO'!'!rf,ct-~iw 19 (RECNUM) 
REPLACE POINT4 WITH P
4 
This last code est
ablishes the link b
etween the 
Part 5555 and its Par
ents. 
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